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He took out his gray sword from Mustard Seed and started to form countless seals with his left hand.

Nine Soul Swords appeared in the air, looking like spirits in the night sky. Even using one’s senses, not

many energy fluctuations could be felt from it.

Ever since he had started training with Soul Sky, Sandra had not used Destroying the Void as much. After

all, he had already fully mastered it, and Destroying the Void was only an upper ultimate god rank

technique. The challenges Sandra faced were getting stronger and stronger, so Destroying the Void was

slowly getting less and less useful.

Anyone else would definitely be shocked if they learned what Sandra thought. After all, for most of them

there, upper ultimate god rank techniques were something they would never be able to get, but Sandra

was actually feeling like it was not enough.

Even Josef was only using an upper ultimate god rank technique. However, he had not mastered it yet

and had only gotten through the first stage. There was still some distance away until he could get to the

second stage of mastery. He would only be able to reach the power of the second stage with his world

avatar!

Sandra waved, and the nine Soul Swords condensed into a large Soul Sword.

The large sword formed into pure soul energy and seeped into Sandra’s sword. With his skills, he could

form a hundred Soul Swords with no trouble, but he suppressed his power for the sake of his plans!

Seeing that, Hamish licked his lips in excitement, “Are you finally going to face me properly and not run

away? Not bad! I finally have the chance to show you how big the gap in our skills is!”

The moment he said that, he slashed down at Sandra with his ax.

Sandra sneered as he stabbed his sword fonNard. The ax immediately clashed with the sword and

everyone heard a huge explosion before the ax was sent flying, slamming onto the shield with another

bang.

The ax violently slammed into the shield, and everyone widened their eyes at the same time as the noise.

The ax looked very strong, but it had been sent flying the moment it touched the gray sword. The sword

pierced Hamish without anything to stop it!

Hamish was deep in shock at that moment. He felt an incredibly sharp aura stabbing at him.

The sword stabbed right into Hamish’s chest, and blood started to flow out and drip onto the ground. A

voracious wave of soul-consuming energy started to seep into his body, causing him to cry out in pain.

He had never felt the pain of his soul being ripped apart before.

He found his whole body sweating, and found himself unable to control his body, “It hurts! It hurts so

much!”

The pain caused him to lose his mind.

At that moment, he had already forgotten all about his dignity as he writhed on the floor.

The whole place was dead silent as everyone was completely stunned.

Before the fight, it was not like no one expected Sandra to win, but absolutely no one expected Sandra to

win that thoroughly. Hamish, who had only known how to show off, was no match for Sandra at all. He

was not even qualified to be Sandra’s opponent.

In just one blow, his weapon had been sent flying. In front of Anderson, he was as fragile as paper.
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